Adventure #12
Last Session…

T

he heroes confronted the spectator, a one-eyed guardian of the Forge of
Spells, and after a fairly amiable and non-violent confrontation, they
convinced him that his long assignment had been completed and that he (she?
it?) was free to return home. That segued immediately into a pro-violent
confrontation with Mormesk the Wraith, another occupant of the mine who was
determined to control any and all “treasures” in the area. They whipped his
butt pretty past, but Elgweth the elf was reduced by the wraith’s icy touch to a
total of 13 hit points from which he cannot immediately recover.
The last thing that happened were the three burning skeletons stationed
outside the door, just waiting for anyone to leave with balls of dripping flame in
their bony fingers.

Now, after the last experience with this guy,
the cackling skull overseer of the skeletal
miners (whom the PCs never discovered
exactly what for or why they were mining),
they’re not eager for another fireball in the
face, especially all bunched up in such close
quarters.
Most of the party huddles in the far chamber
where Thorin the dwarf cleric found the
enchanted breastplate and mace (whose
exact magic properties he’s still unaware),
and they let Cora the monk open the door,
but this is only after the cleric TURNS
UNDEAD first by shouting at them to depart
in the name of all that is holy and righteous.

Divine magic flows through his words and two skeletons are turned. The third
remains primed and ready to launch a ball of flame at whoever appears first,
and that someone is Cora the Halfling monk. But she uses the door as partial
cover, and to her relief (as relieved as you can get when an undead thing is
hurling balls of fire at you), the fire splatters off the door to the chamber but
does not bloom into a concussive wave of destruction. She pops out and easily
smashes it to pieces, dusting her hands after a job well done.
[DM Note: For what it’s worth, they WERE dangerous, getting hit by three
fireballs at once from these things could have potentially dropped any of you,
that’s 9d6 damage]
Cora runs after a fleeing skeleton. It saunters into the lower tier and heads for
the room infested with fungus that the group had previously discovered but did
not cross.

Although its fiery footsteps leave little scorch marks it does nothing to ignite or
clean out the greenish growth, so she returns to the others. Meanwhile the
dwarf cleric has placed one of his small throwing hammers into the Forge of
Spells flame to see what happens. His weapon begins glowing as it absorbs
whatever power the brazier holds, but it hasn’t been there long when the two
spiderheadcrab emissaries speak up:
“You have done well! I congratulate you. You have removed the final
guardians of the Forge. Now, as promised, follow my guides and you will
receive the reward I promised.”
“The dwarf Gundren Rockseeker…is he still alive?”
“Why, of course. Now follow me.”
Thorin grabs his throwing axe out of the green magical flames, and it does keep
a residual glow before slowly fading. The heroes line up and follow the
spiderheadcrabs, keeping an eye behind them in case anything else unpleasant
rears its head. They don’t trust this guy, or things, whatever they/it is, but
they don’t have much choice.
The spidercrabheads lead them through the waterwheel bellows room where
they fought the flaming skull, and right up to another door they had not
previously investigated. “OPEN!” orders a Black Spider (head). They hear a bar
removed and then the door slowly opens, revealing four burly bugbears, the
foremost carrying a withered human head emitting twin beams of light from its
dead eyes (a headlamp!).
Grinning fiendishly, the bugbears step aside to form a corridor for the PCs to
enter. Now this whole thing reeked of a trap. I actually expected the PCs to
refuse and draw their weapons right there, but no, they didn’t. They DID
waffle, but this happened so fast, and the monsters are impatiently waiting,
they sort of had to make a decision quickly. Well, Elgweth backed off and
considered dropping into the shadows, but that could have left a barred door
between him and the others, and he would have to find a way to reconnect, and
he’s already capped at 13 hit points in a dangerous dungeon. The group files
into the room with the bugbears and the door is closed and locked behind them
and another door opened on the far side. A bugbear leads the way and the rest
fall in behind the PCs, so effectively they’re sandwiched in.

They pass a room with a pool that Elgweth remembers with his photographic
memory Feat (which is a useful ability) and the bugbears leads them around a
few turns and up some stairs to another door. The door is opened and the
heroes are ushered into a new, large chamber that looks like some kind of
ancient religious temple. But the room is hardly empty: the dwarf cleric
instantly recognizes a statue of Dumathoin against the far wall, and he is
mesmerized by the deity. But more importantly, the room also has two more
bugbears, a dark elf, a tiefling and four giant spiders, the latter of which lurk
high up on pillars around the room.

So it is SIX bugbears, FOUR giant spiders, ONE drow wizard, ONE tiefling
fighter. Twelve enemies quietly surround the five heroes stepping into the
room with rising regret at their decision.

“Ah, and here you are,” says The Black Spider, rising from a chair by the wall.
“I do appreciate you doing what you promised, removing the Forge’s guardians.
I would like to ask that you kindly put your weapons down in an act of good
faith so we can finish our agreement.”
The bugbears chuckle at this.
Then the heroes notice a dwarf bound and gagged on the floor at the back of
the room beside the statue of Dumathoin. It is Gundren Rockseeker who they
have not seen since Session #1 a long while back, although only a matter of
days have passed in game time. The dwarf looks rough, like he’s taken a
beating and is just barely clinging to life. The Black Spider has probably
tortured him to learn all he can from Gundren about the Forge of Spells, if the
dwarf knows anything at all.

“Give us the dwarf and we’ll be
on our way,” says Elgweth the
rogue.
“Of course!” the Spider answers,
and he grabs Gundren by the
beard and flings him roughly at
the party. The dwarf can’t move
very well and flops to the ground.
“But I do insist that you put your
weapons down.”
They aren’t about to that, and
the bugbears move in closer. The
PCs are surrounded on all sides.
“We had an agreement,” says
Elgweth, drawing his rapier.
“Ah, yes, indeed. But you see, I
can’t very well just let you go.
You know about the mine, and
where it is, and the Forge of Spells within. Your having that information
simply does not fit into my plans. I’m so very sorry about that. And the Forge
itself is not even for ME! Let’s say, I have a business partner who is very
interested in it. It really belongs to him.”
At this point a battle is inevitable, and I really, REALLY REALLY did not think
the party would waltz into what was kinda stinking of a trap, but it happened,
and the gates closed shut and they were in middle of it and no easy way out.

We had to expand the battle map to full size here on the dry erase board.

Now, the dwarf cleric has been staring and staring at the statue of Dumathoin
with the green emerald eyes in what is almost rapturous ecstasy, and just as
the bugbears rush forward with morningstars drawn, and the spiders prepare
to spew webs, and the Black Spider raises his staff and the red-skinned tiefling
draws a rapier, the dwarf shouts:
“OH DUMATHOIN! COME AID US!” It was actually much more poetic than
that but I don’t remember the details. Nevertheless, I allowed a 10% chance of
an aspect of Dumathoin actually helping them because this shit was about to
go down hard and I fully expected a TPK.

BUT…the 10% chance did not happen and Dumathoin did not appear to rescue
the faithful dwarf (which wasn’t even the particularly deity he worshipped
anyway, but whatever, it was a cool image of the statue animating and stepping
off the pedestal to whack some baddies, or maybe just giving some bonuses)

We roll Inititative and the PCs win, and Elgweth the rogue makes a beeline for
the Black Spider and buries his magic dagger to the hilt in the drow’s gut.
And then things gets really ugly, really fast.

I’m not going into the blow-by-blow, but in a nutshell, here are the MAJOR
highlights of the next 6 or 7 rounds…

1) The Black Spider is dropped. In that brief period before the enemies can
move, he’s probably hit 5 times. Sputtering curses and threats and
painful whimpers, the drow wizard is brought to his knees, blood
frothing from his mouth. He did NOT get an attack or spell off before he
was downed. They think he’s dead but there’s no time to check.
2) The bugbears close in, and within seconds the dwarf cleric Thorin, the
freaking TANK of the group, is surrounded on all sides (including by a
giant spider) and he’s getting hammered while defending himself
admirably. DR 3 with armor mastery saved his life.
3) An aforementioned bugbear and giant spider converge on Fyghta Wan of
Phandalin and manage to damn near crush his skull with a critical hit
and a bite of poison to the jugular, dropping him immediately. He’s
stable and alive but unconscious after rolling a 20.
4) Before anyone really knows what is happening in all the chaos (there’s 17
combatants) they see Gundren Rockseeker fling himself onto the Black
Spider’s body and start rooting through his clothing. They don’t think
anything about it, they’re busy trying not to die.
Ok, I’ll expand on this last one.
Cora breaks away and makes a Perception check to see that Gundren is
huddled on the ground outside the circle of attackers, still bound and gagged.
But Gundren is ALSO trying to get a satchel off of the prone Black Spider. She
immediately warns the others than Gundren with the Spider is not the real
Gundren. So the fake Gundren gets a few pointy things stuck in him, but it’s
not enough to stop him before he lurches away with the Black Spider’s satchel
and flees down an adjacent hall. They also notice that the red tiefing from
before is GONE, he just vanished, and putting two and two together, they
deduce that the tiefling must be some kind of illusory Gundren the dwarf now.
And if Cora hadn’t noticed he very easily would have just taken the pouch and
run off without any repercussions.
Elgweth and Carp give chase, but Elgweth mostly runs away to escape combat
because he will almost 100% die if he gets hit by anything. Before he jumps
down from the statue pedestal he does manage to put one bugbear to sleep
with magic. Meanwhile webs shoot from the giant spiders and Cora starts
kicking and punching and the dwarf cleric is getting battered from all sides as
he casts Spiritual Droid and tries to heal himself with spells at the same time.

The dwarf/tiefling illusion races down a set up stairs and flings something from
the pouch. A magical portal suddenly appears and without pausing the
creature leaps through its wavy entrance into a blurry otherworld.
Elgweth and Carp pull up, hesitating. They see what looks like a village at
night, but through the portal’s entrance it is hard to discern details other than
a somewhat purple glow. Something about the image looks off, Elgweth can’t
quite tell what, it’s hard to see details, but he knows that the village is not
Phandalin. And I SOOOOOOOOOOOOOO wanted you to go in there!!!!!!!!!!

So they don’t enter and let the
dwarf/tiefling escape to whatever
weird place it is, with the fear
that something on the other side
could very well pour in and make
their current difficulties a
thousand times more unpleasant.
Carp and Elgweth hang back on
the outside of the brawl and deal
with a big spider that comes at
them while Cora and Thorin
engage the bugbears and other
spiders in the middle of the room.
The battle is hectic and tense,
and the dwarf is the ONLY one
who could have possibly survived
such an onslaught, and that’s
partly because of the bugears
waffling on so many rolls. I think
they missed their first five
attacks.

So Fyghta Wan is down and poisoned, the dwarf cleric is very nearly dead,
Elgweth hasn’t been hit but he’s capped at 13 hit points from the wraith, and
that leaves Carp and Cora the halfings who are fairly okay, but there are 4
uninjured bugbears and 3 uninjured giant spiders. The heroes can’t stay, they
know it, they need to get the hell out while they can or the enemies will
eventually destroy them.
Elgweth and Carp manage to flee out the door to this room they originally
entered. The dwarf cleric disengages and staggers away, luckily able to escape,
and soon the PCs have reconvened in the hall and taken up a defensive
position. They couldn’t retrieve the bound Gundren or the poisoned and
unconscious human fighter, they’re abandoned in the temple of Dumathoin.
Two bugbears reach the hall and throw javelins, but they don’t otherwise
pursue and fall back into the chamber.

The PCs need a place to retreat to and catch their breath. There’s a good
chance the bugbears might follow, and once the sleeping one wakes, that’s four
full strength bugbears and if the three spiders tag along like faithful war
hounds, then that’s 7 enemies versus 4 PCs, all of whom are low on resources.
But if they can bottleneck the enemies somewhere they’ll stand a chance of
surviving.

So they run to the room where the bugbears first opened the door and
inspected them with beheaded headlamps. The room can be barred from
within on two sides, so unless the bugbears can batter the doors down or know
a secret way in, the PCs should have a few moments to rest and plan just what
exactly the hell they’re going to do next. They don’t like leaving Gundren and
Fyghta Wan behind like that, but there was really no choice.

